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This is but a small sample of the fresh, honest, and 
beautiful work to come out of Writing Group in the 
summer of 2019. As I assembled these pieces a year later, it 
feels like a momento of “before times”— when we could sit 
around a table together, exchanging ideas and words…




	



it’s	crimson	
may	-lowers	
pure	pink-bubble	bath	and	deco	rose	
i	am	ever	aware	of	your	movements	
of	you			
of	the	way	the	wind	moves	your		
hair	
it’s	the	movement	of	-lowers		
of	the	bottle	hitting	the	ground	
but	gracefully	
but	in	the	sweetest	way	
in	the	nicest	way		
i’ve	been	told	when	it	becomes	cold	enough		
the	ocean	starts	to	steam	
as	though	the	ocean	is	creating	clouds	
as	though	clouds	are	being	born		
and	you	say	this	and	its	the	-irst	time		
i	think	the	word	“tender”	
no	it’s	the	-irst	time	i	acknowledge	you	as	tender	
it’s	the	not	wanting	to	sleep	alone	at	night	
it’s	the	“honey”	your	father	calls	anyone	
including	you		
it’s	in	the	way	i’ve	been	to	
country	to	country	
and	heard	so	many	different	tongues	
and	all	i	can	come	back	to	is	the	words	
“wake	up”	
that	haunts	me	
follows	me	
its	in	my	tooth	paste	
and	it’s	left	in	my	forgotten	sock	under	my	bed	
it	will	probably	be	in	the	next		
conversation	i	have	with	you		
other	you	that	became	you		
always	smells	the	same	
always	takes	on	another	you		
until	i	wonder	is	it	me?	
the	smell	of	all	the	common	found	smells	
deep	soil	after	a	rain	
leaves	being	burned	



stale	cigarettes		
lavender	
fresh	baked	cookies	
kitchen	smells		
the	-irst	time	i	fell	and	cut	my	leg	late	at	night	
a	smell	of	a	dream	that	you	tried	so	hard	to		
explain	
but	it	was	never	ever	clean		
and	salt	
so	much	salt	water	
and	when	i	stepped	onto	this	boat	for	the	-irst	time	
i	just	knew	
the	mantra	
you	are	not	too	late	

	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	Kacie	Keele	



 

i return to an island & ask new questions. 

there are trees. 
there are cats. 
there is daytime, there is nighttime. 
there is the table we sit around. 
there is the table we write on. 
there are memories of the boy. 

i make lists of reasons i like the boy i can’t love. 

body. 
laughter. 
two books, four legs, one couch. 
piano. 

in california i lay on the floor while you play piano. 
the pedals squeak. 

in maine i open a window, drink too much wine. 
feel the same. 
feel different. 

i think about about you & your spiders. 
worry i’ll fall out a window. 

the baker. 
the sister. 
the window in maine. 

the boy tells me what he’s learned about intimacy since we spoke last. 

this isn’t the first poem about him. 
this isn’t a poem about him. 
this is a poem about the legs walking dirt roads on the island in maine 



the legs running through lavender fields 
the library you come back to. 

the plants you etch into your skin. 

this is a poem about the way it feels to feel loved 
& worry you’ll never be loved 
in the way you want to feel love. 

every poem a love poem 

even when the mother’s brother dies & 
you worry you’ll fall out a window & 
you can’t feel your body & 
you kiss a body, any body. 

this is a poem about legs 

this is a poem about feeling the same 

this is a poem about feeling different 

spiders. 
sunflowers. 
coffee spilled on skin. 

you move across the country. 
you worry you won’t last. 
you find ways to last. 

you write the same poem again. 

same. 
different. 

there is a field & i will no longer meet you there. 
boy with legs thick in the middle. 



sunflowers grow. 
no longer remind me of you. 

same. 
different. 

body. 
rock. 

the legs that are yours that run through lavender. 
window you don’t fall out of. 
poem about trees. 
the rock that knows you well. 
same. different. 

sasha nochimow 

 



 



From Chris Van Allsburg’s The Mysteries of Harris Burdick  (1984) 

THE SEVEN CHAIRS 
The fi5h one ended up in France. 

Sister Marguerite pulled back on the lever and lowered her chair onto the 
polished vestry floor. She expected they’d be waiMng for her. Ever since the Seven 
Sisters had been consecrated as Bishops and spread themselves across Europe, 
the priests had been edgy, wavering between fearful and trusMng their Cardinal’s 
decision. No maQer how respecRul the Bishops were, these men felt threatened. 

Since girlhood Bishop-Sister Marguerite had been enamored of the colorful 
stained glass of Chartres. When it came Mme for her to choose her diocese, she 
chose France. She would miss her sisters. They had been in retreat together for 
the month before the decision. Their daily rouMnes: waking, dawn prayers, 
breakfast, more prayers, bell ringing, lunch, more prayers, dinner, reading, then 
vespers, deepened their personal commitments to the creaMve life force of the 
universe as well as their collecMve bonds to one another: Josephine, Cora, Helen, 
Bertha, Rachel, Irene, and Marguerite. When the decision was made to ordain the 
first female Bishops, they wept, for they had fought so long for this. And they 
wept for the separaMon this would bring. 

As Marguerite stood up from her chair, her robe falling straight, her eyes focused 
on the priests’ faces, and her arm reaching out, she realized that the hard work of 
her faith was only beginning to be revealed. 

              

         Charlene Galarneau 





At one odd time or another the harbor may stand still as a saucer of milk, the sky 
above flat as gravestone slate, and then a sudden gust of wind may change your mind 
forever. You’ll follow windborne feathers to the rocky edge, not remembering how you 
got there - the surface now frothed and hissing. You would normally be at home. You’d 
be mid-conversation about laundry, or sex, or philosophy; but this is an odd time and 
at the convergence of feather and wind, milk and stone, you may feel your footing tilt 
away from its accustomed even plane.

There are these shifts: when you were a tiny child and the world was new to you, 
everything was odd. In school the days and years put on evenness like a uniform – the 
seasons marching in a steady line. Later you lost a lover, or a parent, or both, and the 
ground tilted, but that was a marriage and several children ago, and you assumed the 
evenness of your adulthood would remain with you into old age, until perhaps you lost 
your senses to senility. You would never have expected to hear the metronome’s tick on 
a grassy headland where you walk regularly.

So thought Julien as she climbed onto the stool and ordered an ale, her poppy-red 
wool cape dripping on its peg under the bar. She saw in her mind her progress to this 
place as though from the air above her – the signal-bright triangle moving along a 
barely discernable track in a flat gray landscape toward the ferry dock and then onto 
the dark blue boat and across the blue-gray water of dusk. She daren’t think of the 
kitchen, or the sound of Sam’s online game, or wonder about his math homework. She 
would be sick if she thought of Tanya and Rachel banging through the door and 
noticing the absence of cooking aromas. And she would probably cry out loud or even 
scream if she allowed herself to imagine Jess arriving home from work. So instead of 
thinking of those things, she contemplated the poppy-red triangle as she nursed the 
warming beer.

Mary Brooking



 



Life on this rock is firm, tenacious, unpredictable. A plant world known to me 
back on the mainland is upended, or at least turned sideways, here. 

Plants are lush, overgrown, ebullient, yet clearly not on the timetable they would 
be on for early September back home, on the mainland. It is time for seed-set, yet 
Jackmanii clematis and Touch-Me-Nots are still in full bloom. I am away from the 
world of  predictability I understand. I know most of  the flora here, at the edges of  
hardiness zones. What I don't know is the timing of  the rhythm of  growth, flower-
set, seed production. I see how maritime weather can support a longer growing 
season, as well as stunt the growth of  evergreens subjected to unrelenting wind and 
occasional salt spray. It is a climate of  ironies. 

Old photographs of  a Monhegan largely denuded of  vegetation by grazing 
sheep stand in contrast to the island I see today. The same hand of  man which 
brought sheep to graze here can also conserve a fragile ecosystem when a critical 
mass of  self-reflection results in an understanding of  what has been undone and 
seeks to right it, if  not recreate it. 

Old, honest, form-follows-function architecture still holds sway here, while 
modern, could-be-anywhere new homes start nipping at the edges of  the old heart 
of  the village. An economy no longer based on a plenitude of  fish finds former fish 
houses evolving in to storage areas and coffee shops, supplying sustenance to those 
who may come to see how life once was, to experience a world and environment 
which inspired so many artists, perhaps to discover and nurture their own artist 
within. 

The humid breezes will continue to blow and impact life here, a constant, moving 
over, in, and around a shifting landscape. 

	 	 	 	 	 	  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Cecil Maxfield 



 



the	red	berries	
reminds	me	of	a	time	
when	you	cried	in	my	room	
it’s	the	red	berries	and	the	solace	
of	simply	enough	
the	idea	you	said	of	being	
smothered	with	understanding	
to	be	smothered	
to	feel	the	air	leave	your	lungs	
to	feel	a	feeling	that	harshly	
but	it	made	perfect	sense	to	me	
it’s	the	birds		
the	way	the	moon	rises	
so	early	now	
and	how	it’s	still	dark	when	i	
wake	up	in	the	morning	
i	want	to	be	engulfed		
with	the	smell	and	memories	of	an	apple	pie	
bubbling	on	the	sides	
i	want	to	be	the	red	berries	
and	to	understand	when	she	asks	you		
if	there	was	anyone	worth	remembering	
i	want	to	be	asked	this	
inventory	
check	my	list	
creating	my	list	
written	with	mountain	ash	
written	on	pieces	of	your	old	self	
written	for	future	clouds	
you	wake	in	the	early	evening	after	a	nap	
before	dinner	
and	your	hair	reminds	me	of	the	snap	peas	
growing	in	the	garden	
little	ringlets	
realizing	they	turn	into	white	-lowers	
when	we	didn’t	eat	them	all	
soft	
angel	hair	
pleasures	we	seek	



ideas	that	come	during	the	night	
migrations	
it	depends		
do	i	smell	of	jasmine	and	clove	and	wood?	
can	you	still	walk	the	same	
with	a	loving	thought	
i	sit	on	this	tiny	rock	
warm	from	the	sun		
and	think	of	you		
and	i	know	soon	i	will	be	sitting	in	a	park	
warmed	from	coffee	or	the	newness	
i	won’t	be	thinking	of	you	
it	will	be	different	
a	revolving	door	of	your	
but	don’t	worry	baby	
don’t	be	scared	sweetheart	
we	both	know	it’s	for	the	best	

	 	 	 	 Kacie	Keele 
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Thank you for reading our zine!



